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CIRCULAR: WALK-IN-INTERVIE
A walk-in-interview for the

engagement of SRF for project

at ITRA will be held

on:

31/05/2022 (Tuesday) in

the Chamber of Dean (Academic), ITRA, Jamnagar, at 11.00 AM.

Interested and qualified candidates shall apply with resume, copy of their academic certificates, experiences
and research papers and attend the Walk- In- Interview. Candidate should

bring

all

original

academic certificates for

verification at the time of walk-in-interview.

Details of post:

S
N

Name of the projects and
PI
Diabetic wound healing
activity of two forms of

Secureniga leucopyrus
1.

(Willd.) Muell- A randomized
controlled clinical multicenter

Post

(Fellowship)
Senior

Qualifications Required

Emolument

No. of

post

Essential:

1. M.S.(Ayu) (Shalya Tantra
specialty)

Research
Fellow (SRF)

35,000/- INR

+16%HRA

01

trial

P:Dr.TS Dudhamal
Note
BAMS

-

degree recognized under Schedule ll

Central Council of Indian Medicine Act, 1970 from

recognized University

- Post graduate degree in relevant field from the recognized university.
and experience at the time of interview.
Candidates should bring all relevant documents of qualification
research experience will be given
number of publications in peer reviewed journall
-

The scholars with

good

preference.

-

of
applications or having research
Knowledge of Sanskrit, English, and Good knowledge Computer
experience ill be given preference.
on fixed remuneration, purely temporary and co
The engagement is purely based on candidates' performance,
Candidates with

terminuswith the project

for 3 months and further, extended upon the satisfactory
The engagement for the above post will be initially
termination of engagement of the
The institute, however, reserves the right of
incumbent.
the
of
performance
without assigning any reason.
contracted forthwith of before the expiry of stipulated period
of the particular project.
The duration of engagement will be as per requirement
the interview.
No TA/DA would be admissible for attending
1

-

-

9

(Prof. BJ Patgiri)
VC Director

Copy to:

1. Concerned Chief Investigator
2. Notice B0ard (ITRA- PG/UG offices and Hostels)
on the web site of ITRA
3. P.P.S (IT) to Director with request to put
4. TRC file copy

